
A great way to create 
original scarves using 

permanent markers 

1. White silk scarf blanks can be purchased in many sizes from artists' supply stores such as  

Preston's in Louisville or mail/internet order from the Dharma Trading Company in 

California. (www.dharmatrading.com)  

2. Wash your blank scarf in mild detergent or shampoo. Synthropol is used by fiber artists. It's  

highly concentrated and can be bought from the same suppliers as scarf blanks. If you wish to  

have a colored background, dye with Procion MX Fiber Reactive Dye or Rit, available from an  

artist supply store such as those mentioned earlier -- pale colors will work best. Rit is also 

available from some grocery and fabric/hobby stores such as JoAnn's or Michael's. Follow 

directions carefully to obtain desired color and dye fastness. Press flat while slightly damp, using a 

warm iron. It's a good idea to cover your ironing board with an old sheet or parchment paper in 

case some extra dye is still present.  

3. Cover a piece of Styrofoam builder's insulation or heavy cardboard with a plastic cleaner bag.  

Next, cover the plastic with newsprint--- you may wish to try rice paper or some other  

handmade paper when you see how interesting the newsprint looks when your project is finished. 

The insulation or cardboard should be large enough to spread your scarf blank flat. Using silk pins,  

pin the scarf blank down around the edges.  

4. Now you're ready to begin drawing. You may use all wedge-shaped Sharpees or all fine pens or a  

combination of the two. You may use a single color or all the colors in the package. When you  

are finished and your drawing is dry you may use isopropyl alcohol to "paint" with. A spray  

bottle will give a different effect than an eyedropper and a brush will give a still different effect.  

Experiment till you are familiar with the effect of each alcohol application. Remember - more  

alcohol, more color spread -- and the colors will mingle and mix to create new colors. Above all, - 

have fun -- you can't make a mistake if you use a lot of color and let it bleed together. Let the  

alcohol dry and decide if you want to continue drawing or fix the color on the silk with your  

iron.  

5. Keeping your ironing board covered, use the "silk" setting to iron the design for a total of 5  

minutes---- be careful not to touch the silk during this step as it will be extremely hot!!  

Your scarf is now ready to wear or give to your Mom for Mothers' Day.  
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